2018 Alcathons

District 14 Alcathon Information

Kerry C., Functions Chair

Once again, District 14 is participating in 3 Alcathons, which will all be held at the Lion’s Club on
State Road in Kittery, ME. These include: Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year. The New
Year’s Alcathon will also feature a gala with music and dancing.
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All groups are responsible for providing coverage for the timeslots they are assigned to,
INCLUDING making sure the meeting hall is presentable to the next meeting on the list.
If we all help a little with the cleaning, it won't be a huge mess at the end.
All assignments were pulled at random from previous Alcathon participation such that
no group had more than 1 “unfavorable time” over all 3 Alcathons and that as many
groups as possible participated in all 3 Alcathons.
An “unfavorable time” is defined as a setup or cleanup assignment, and any speaking
times between midnight and 7:00 AM.
All Alcathons start at 6:00 PM and end the following evening at 11:00 PM
The New Year's Alcathon features a New Year's Eve Gala from 9:00 PM until 2:00 AM
after which the Alcathon will resume.
2 groups are assigned to “set up” and “clean up” for each Alcathon, and that counts
toward the “unfavorable time” designation. For “Set Up” and “Clean Up”, activities,
those groups are asked to have 4 group members come at the designated times to
assist.
Groups may “trade” times/assignments with other groups as they see fit
Every attempt was made to make sure that every group participated in all 3 Alcathons,
but that was not possible with the number of groups participating and the time slots
allowed. Some groups have more than 1 time slot in single Alcathons, and some have
assignments at only 2 Alcathons. These were chosen entirely at random.
Please contact Kerry C. at Functions@SeacoastAA.org or call 603-969-4817 with
questions or to resolve any problems.

